
Paragraph on Traffic Jam
Question:

What traffic jam?
Why do traffic jams occur?
How do people suffer for it?
How can the problem be solved?
Why should we need to solve it?

Answer: traffic jam is a serious road hazard to-day; it is a common
affair in the big cities and towns. It occurs due to a heavy rush of
vehicles on the roads. It occurs mainly near the bus stand, railway
crossing, and turning off a road or near a big market. Many are the
causes of traffic jams. They are the rapid growth of the population,
increasing the number of vehicles. Want of sufficient spacious roads
wants sufficient traffic police, violation of traffic laws and the
like. Heavy traffic jam occurs during the peak hours of the day. It
causes a lot of suffering to the people. It kills our time and
hampers our works greatly. It causes much more suffering to the
ambulance carrying dying patients and the fire brigade vehicles. The
solution to the problem is the crying need of the day. The sooner the
problem is solved, the better not only for saving time but also for
saving a life.

Or,
Short Paragraph on Traffic Jam

Question: Write a paragraph on ‘Traffic Jam’ by answering the
following questions:

What is a traffic jam?
What are the causes of a traffic jam?
What are the effects of a traffic jam?
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How can it be solved?

Answer: Traffic jam is such kind of situation where a lot of vehicles
crowd so close together that movement becomes impossible for some
time. It is a common affair in the big cities and towns. Nowadays it
is one of the major problems in our country. The causes of traffic
jams are the rapid growth of the population, increasing the number of
vehicles and narrow roads. Traffic jam is a great problem and it
kills our valuable time. Our works are also badly hampered by a
traffic jam. A traffic jam can be solved by well planned spacious
roads, strict traffic rules and by sufficient traffic police. After
taking all these steps, we may hope to have a good traffic system for
easy and comfortable movement.

Or,

Paragraph on Traffic Jam

Question: Write a paragraph about ‘Traffic Jam’. Your paragraph
should include the answers to the following questions.

What is a traffic jam?
Where does it occur?
How does it cause great harm to us?
Who are the worst sufferers of traffic jams?
Why do traffic jams occur? Or, what is the main cause of traffic
jams?
How do you feel at the time of traffic jams?
What are the disadvantages of traffic jams?
How can we solve this problem?

Answer: Due to some causes if a number of vehicles remain still and
cannot move, then it is called a traffic jam. It is a common affair



in big cities and towns in our country. It usually occurs in the busy
areas of a city or town. It is a significant problem in that city.
people face every day. There are many causes of traffic jams.
Population explosion is one of them. Compared to the number of people
we have no adequate facilities. Our roads and streets remain almost
undeveloped whereas vehicles increase rapidly. These vehicles do not
get sufficient space to ply through the roads. Consequently, a
traffic jam occurs. Besides our traffic control system is not
sufficiently developed. People do not want to abide by traffic rules.
Various kinds of vehicles such as buses, trucks, microbuses. CNG
three-wheelers, rickshaws, pushcart, etc. run as their will. One
vehicle tries to overtake others. Then they are stopped on the road.
Sometimes the jam is so severe that the vehicles remain still at a
place for hours together. It causes untold suffering to the people
who move on the vehicles as well as on foot. It kills our valuable
time and hampers, our work. This problem can be solved by adopting
some effective measures. Traffic rules should be imposed strictly.
Well planned spacious roads should be constructed. Public awareness
is also needed in this respect.


